Q
uestions about the special role Canadians play globally have new resonance as we observe the strikingly different leadership styles of Justin Trudeau and Donald Trump. William Osler, first chief of medicine at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, was Canadian. Turns out, there were plenty of Canadians in early leadership roles at Hopkins. Shortly before his death in 1919, Osler remarked upon how "well and gently" his equally influential American cofounders had accepted the "Canadian personality" during the institution's early development. 1 There were also whispered criticisms, however, that too many Canadians were calling the shots at the new and important medical university. 1 The innovative and idiosyncratic teaching methods in medicine and nursing that constituted the Hopkins model were emulated by medical and nursing schools across North America. To what extent did a distinctly Canadian influence exert itself in terms of institutional dynamics, teaching or research? I am currently exploring this question using archival collections and published works. Here, I highlight three important dimensions for investigation: the perception, selection and selfidentification of Canadians in key leadership roles at Johns Hopkins during its first 50 years .
Various factors explain why the Johns Hopkins medical model evolved as it did. Central was the principle that hospitals were instruments of nursing and medical education, and that the latter required bedside instruction and laboratory experience.
This vision incorporated multiple European and British traditions in new ways, and the university's trustees had ample resources to execute it (despite later shortfalls), which attracted talented faculty.
2 John Shaw Billings, hired to design the visionary teaching hospital, acknowledged that its success would not depend on his architectural choices, but on the careful selection of "proper and suitable persons" -Billings specified six men and one or two women -"to be the soul and motive power of the institution." 3 The early leaders at Johns Hopkins were charged with institutionalizing state-of-the-art therapeutics, curricula and research, and they handpicked individuals for admission and promotion. explanatory frameworks. Bio graphers such as Michael Bliss examine how the circumstances and choices of key figures shaped Hopkins. 5 One writer argues that shared membership among early Hopkins leaders in Yale University's Skull and Bones society influenced developments in Baltimore. 6 Likewise, I employ the concept of a distinctly "Canadian" identity as an analytic lens and potential causal factor.
Among Was this a disproportionate number of Canadian leaders at the new institution poised to set the course for North American medicine? That perception certainly existed. Osler joked that Canada would profit from an export tax on all the "Canadian girls" becoming Hopkins nurses. 7 In 1893, an American student nurse complained that "the Canadians will overpower us."
1 Archival data confirm Osler was troubled by criticisms that he had overpopulated Hopkins with Canadians. 1 The selection of residents and interns was at the discretion of each chief. The advancement of nurses was decided by the nursing superintendent, often in consultation with chiefs. Personality mattered, Osler explained, because they "come in contact with us at all hours" and must be "persons with whom we can work pleasantly and congenially." (Figure 1 ). Barker recalled how Osler's success in Baltimore had spurred his own desire for a position at Hopkins. 9 Osler had worked with Henri Lafleur at McGill and recruited him to be first chief resident, in charge of the medical wards, clinical laboratories and postgraduate interns at Hopkins.
There are indications that members of this leadership group self-identified as "Canadian" in ways that were distinct from both British and American identities. When Osler welcomed the British Medical Association meeting to Montréal in 1897, he noted the centuries of bloodshed caused by the English, French and Americans who had fought for control of Canada. He assured his fellow physicians from those countries that, nevertheless, "we Canadians" could forget past enmities "to welcome you to our country" (he had been living in the US for 13 years). 10 Archival sources contain a subtext that living in America threatened inherently Canadian traits or values. Nutting's approach to nursing education was famously militaristic. "I shall be very severe and rigid," she told her family when she was promoted to superintendent, adding the reassurance: "If I lived here 50 years, I should still be the warmest kind of Canadian." 8 Osler revealed similar concerns when he confessed to a colleague that he did not want his son "brought up an American." 1 The Johns Hopkins ethos permeated the evolution of nursing and medical education in 20th-century North America. Osler imported clinical teaching and bedside instruction to American medical education, pedagogical approaches introduced much earlier in Canadian medical schools because of undisturbed ties to British and French traditions. The Hopkins model was also shaped, however, by the individual choices and sensibilities of Osler and other key teachers and administrators. Almost 40% of these early leaders were Canadian, and I have highlighted how historical analyses of the perception, selection and self-identification of this group could clarify whether an identifiable "Canadian personality" or influence shaped the new medical mecca.
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